Background: Methods for extracting useful information from the datasets produced by microarray experiments are at present of much interest. Here we present new methods for finding gene sets that are well suited for distinguishing experiment classes, such as healthy versus diseased tissues. Our methods are based on evaluating genes in pairs and evaluating how well a pair in combination distinguishes two experiment classes. We tested the ability of our pair-based methods to select gene sets that generalize the differences between experiment classes and compared the performance relative to two standard methods. To assess the ability to generalize class differences, we studied how well the gene sets we select are suited for learning a classifier.
Background
Microarrays can be used to obtain simultaneous measures of transcript abundance for thousands of genes. A number of projects have applied this technology to study differences between diseased and healthy tissue (for example [1] ) and differences between different types and subtypes of diseases (for example [2] [3] [4] ). The aim is to help improve the understanding of the diseases at a molecular level and to develop new diagnostic and prognostic tools. Microarray experiments can also help identify marker genes.
Typically, such experiments have taken on the order of 50-100 samples of different patients and used microarrays to measure the abundance (or relative abundance) of 5,000-10,000 genes. In some cases the samples are labeled with information about disease (for example, healthy/diseased, disease type). In other cases, such labels are not given and the aim can be to discover groupings of the samples, and clustering and class-discovery methods can be applied. When labels are given, the aim is to find sets of genes that distinguish well between samples with different labels. The identity of such genes can help understand disease mechanisms. Classifiers employing expression data for the identified genes can be used for diagnostic and prognostic applications, that is, class prediction.
.inding sets of genes with expression values that allow class separation may be achieved by the use of supervised or unsupervised methods. The most common practice is to apply a direct approach, where the class labels of the samples are used in the search for separating genes (supervised). However, there exist methods where partitions of the samples are found in an unsupervised manner together with gene sets that support these partitions, for instance by clustering [5] . If any of the partitions correlate sufficiently with known class labels, the gene set that supports this partitioning may be reported as relevant for separating the sample classes.
Developing class predictors is in machine-learning terminology a supervised learning problem. The expression data constitute a training set of labeled examples where each example is the expression profile for one sample. The aim is to develop a model that correctly predicts the labels of new examples. In order to test models it is standard practice to not include all examples in the training set so that the resulting models can be tested on the examples not used to build the model (the test set).
The models to be built will use some features of the examples. One problem with gene expression data is that each example has too many features, and many of them are noisy and irrelevant for the learning problem at hand. This is a common problem in machine learning and pattern recognition and a number of approaches have been proposed to select a subset of the features to be used. The problem of finding the best subset is commonly referred to as the feature subset selection (.SS) problem.
One approach is to consider each feature individually and see whether it distinguishes examples with different class labels. Let us restrict ourselves to the problem where we have only two classes (for example, healthy/diseased). A perfect feature would, for example, have high values for class 1 and low values for class 2, and could be used by itself to predict class membership of new examples. Such features rarely exist, and more commonly one needs to find a set of features that makes it possible to make a decision boundary that separates most class 1 examples from most class 2 examples.
A few groups have published results obtained using different .SS procedures on microarray data. These methods evaluate each feature (gene) with respect to how well it distinguishes between class 1 and class 2. Then they rank all genes according to the result and select the top K genes as the feature subset to be used. Some also employ a method to remove redundancy in the selected gene set; for example, some genes may behave very similarly and effectively provide the same information [6] . Other groups have reduced the dimensionality (number of features) by singular value decomposition (SVD), also referred to as principal component analysis (PCA), and used, for example, the first ten principal components as the feature subset [4, 7] .
The methods considering each gene separately potentially miss sets of genes that together allow good separation between the classes while each of the genes individually does not. We interpreted the results obtained by Xiong et al. [7] to indicate that this may indeed be the case. They obtained significantly higher accuracy using the seven first principal components than using 42 genes that each separate well between the classes.
Here we investigate new .SS methods that analyze pairs of genes, making it possible to find pairs that distinguish well between sample classes. Additionally we investigate the socalled forward selection method for .SS, where a good feature set is constructed by a greedy selection procedure [8] . The results of these procedures are compared to results for previously reported .SS methods and the results show that our new .SS method gives more stable and better classification accuracy than methods evaluating each gene separately. The prediction accuracies achieved with our pair-based methods are also comparable to the best results reported in other papers.
We also list the genes chosen by our .SS methods and study the differences compared with sets chosen by other methods. .urthermore, we seek an explanation for the difference in classification accuracy achieved.
.inally, we discuss the implications of our findings. Apparently our .SS procedure provides an approach to finding gene sets that allows good separation between different classes and reveals better prediction results than other methods. .urther research in this direction is required -considering wrapped feature selection systems, for example. The importance of considering combinations of genes in the feature selection process may contribute to new approaches to understanding diseases. Additionally, the importance of gene combinations may inspire new ways of designing microarray experiments for diagnostic and prognostic purposes.
Results
To evaluate our methods we applied them to two public datasets ( [9, 10] ; see also Materials and methods) and used two standard methods for comparison. The comparison is indirect, meaning that we use the average error rate of a learned classifier as a quality measure on the feature selection procedure. Here we describe our methods and the results we have achieved using them. We also show that our methods reveal better results than two standard methods.
We apply a novel .SS procedure for ranking genes based on relevance for separating two experiment classes. Rather than evaluating each gene independently of the other genes, we consider gene pairs. Each gene pair is evaluated by how well it separates two classes, assigning a separation score to the pair. .or a comparison study we use a greedy method from machine learning called forward selection and a gene-ranking method based on evaluating each gene separately. We will subsequently refer to the latter as individual ranking.
Gene pair ranking
We propose a filter method for evaluating pairs of genes by how well they separate two classes. We give each pair of genes a score reflecting how well the pair in combination distinguishes two experiment classes. .igure 1 shows an example of a pair of genes separating two classes well, along with the diagonal linear discriminant (DLD) axis and the decision boundary given by the axis (for an introduction to DLD, see [11] ). We evaluate a gene pair by computing the projected coordinates of each experiment on the DLD axis using only these two genes. We then take the two sample tstatistic on the projected points as the pair score. We propose two alternative methods for selecting a feature subset based on pair scores, one exhaustive method called all pairs and one faster method called greedy pairs. The all-pairs procedure considers all pairs of genes. Given pair scores for all pairs we select the top-ranked disjoint pairs in a greedy manner. .irst, the pair with highest pair score is selected, then all pairs containing any of these two genes are removed from the list. Then the highest-scoring pair from the remaining list is chosen, and so on. By removing the already selected genes from the gene set, we do not take the risk that one exceptionally high-scoring gene can drag along several bad companion genes. If such a high-scoring gene was left in the gene set, it would probably be responsible for many of the top-ranked pairs. By removing selected genes from the gene set, a high-scoring gene will only cause its best available companion to join it in the set of selected genes.
As an alternative, less computationally expensive, method we try an approach evaluating only a subset of all gene pairs (greedy pairs). The greedy-pairs approach first ranks all genes on the basis of individual t-score. Subsequently, this procedure first selects the best gene g i ranked by gene tscore, then finds the gene g j that together with g i maximizes the pair t-score. These two genes are then removed from the gene set and the procedure is repeated on the remaining set until we have selected the desired number of genes. This approach is computationally much faster than all pairs, as only a subset of all gene pairs will be evaluated, but it may miss some pairs with high score.
Prediction accuracy results
.or testing our methods we used two public datasets, one representing colon (tumor/normal) tissues [10] , and the other representing acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and acute myeloid leukemia (AML) [9] (see also Materials and methods). .or both these datasets we perform cross-validation tests on the two-class problem, distinguishing between ALL and AML in the ALL/AML dataset and normal and tumor in the colon dataset. By dividing the data into a training set and a test set several times, we compare the average performance of different prediction methods on the test set using four different feature subset selection (.SS) procedures on the training set. In this study we use two linear discriminant methods: diagonal linear discriminant (DLD) and .ishers linear discriminant (.LD), and one local method; k nearest neighbors (kNN) (for kNN and .LD, see [12] ). The .SS procedures we use are all pairs, greedy pairs, forward selection and individual ranking. The application of several prediction methods is to see if the differences between the .SS procedures are specific to a particular prediction method rather than more general. Instead of comparing the different prediction methods we compare the ability of the different .SS procedures to find feature subsets that generalize the class differences. A comparison is done for feature subsets of size 2, 4, 6,, m, where m is the number of experiments in the dataset. We also leave out different portions The expression values have been through the preprocessing steps described in the text. Also plotted is the DLD axis and the class-decision boundary for these two genes. Note that the DLD axis and the decision boundary are orthogonal, but as a result of different scaling on the axes it does not appear so in the plot. The results are summed up in plots like the one shown in .igure 2, with the number of genes along the x-axis and the prediction accuracy along the y-axis. The curves in .igure 2 show performance using the different .SS procedures and DLD prediction. Plots in .igure 2a,b illustrate prediction performance on the colon dataset when one example is left out at each round (often referred to as leave-one-out cross-validation or LOOCV; .igure 2a) and when leaving out 31 examples (50%; .igure 2b). Plots in .igure 2c,d show prediction performance for the ALL/AML dataset leaving out one (.igure 2c) and 36 (50%; .igure 2d) of the examples from the training set. The complete set of plots, showing results for all four .SS procedures and all three prediction methods, are available as Additional data files.
.or the colon dataset, the pair-based methods achieve much better results than individual ranking and forward selection. When leaving out only one example from the training set there is no clear difference in prediction accuracy, except that forward selection gives worse results than the other methods (.igure 2a). Leaving out larger portions of the data, 
(c) (d)
the pair-based methods give superior prediction accuracy, compared to both individual ranking and forward selection (.igure 2b). .or this dataset, the all-pairs ranking gives slightly better results than the greedy-pairs ranked genes.
Using .LD and 3NN (kNN where k=3) prediction, the tendency is also that pair-based methods give the best prediction results, so the good results achieved with the pair-based methods are not just specific for DLD prediction. Comparing our results to those of Xiong et al. [7] , we achieve results comparable to what they achieved using the first seven principal components and .LD prediction. Using .LD prediction and the 20 top-ranked genes, selected by all-pairs ranking, we achieve a prediction accuracy of 87 .or the ALL/AML dataset there is smaller difference in results using the pair-based methods (all pairs, greedy pairs) and individual ranking, but it is still in favor of the pair based methods. On this dataset, forward selection gives prediction results far worse than the other methods. When leaving out 1, 24 (33%) or 36 (50%) of the examples from the training set, the pair-based methods give slightly better results compared to individual ranking using all three prediction methods. Generally the prediction accuracy rises a bit faster with the number of features using ranking by gene t-score than using pair-based ranking. However, the pair-based methods give slightly better prediction accuracy when the number of genes in the feature subset increases. In all cases except one (LOOCV and .LD prediction), all pairs or greedy pairs has the best maximum prediction accuracy. .or LOOCV and .LD prediction, individual ranking, all pairs and greedy pairs had the same maximum prediction accuracy.
Selected gene sets
Given the all-pairs ranking method, we study which genes show up as highly relevant in pairs. .or this study we use the data for all experiments in each of the colon and ALL/AML datasets. We ranked all pairs of genes for each dataset and list the top-ranked 25 disjoint pairs in Tables 1 and 2. .or the colon dataset it is interesting that, taking all the available data into account, the top-ranked gene pairs contain several genes that are not among the top genes when ranked individually. In fact, only 24 out of the top 50 genes ranked by pair t-score are among the top 50 genes ranked by gene t-score. Only 32 out of 50 genes are in the top 100 ranked by gene t-score.
.or the ALL/AML dataset, 31 out of 50 genes, ranked by pair t-score, are among the top 50 ranked by gene t-score. .ortytwo out of 50 were among the top 100 ranked by gene t-score.
The difference from the colon data set was that the all-pairs ranking method selects far more genes not from the top individually ranked genes. This could account for why we do not see a larger difference in prediction accuracies for this dataset.
Discussion
The recurring question when working with diseases and gene-expression profiles is which genes are involved and which genes are suitable as marker genes. The focus of this paper is on methods for finding gene sets that are suitable for discriminating between experiment classes, like disease/normal or between different subclasses of a disease.
We propose a conditional gene relevance measure, the pair t-score, where genes are scored by how well they separate experiment classes in the context of some other gene. This approach may inspire some insight into the biological mechanisms behind a disease as we consider genes in combination with others. We believe our approach is a step in the right direction to find the genes that are interesting for separating experiment classes but do not show up as interesting on an individual basis. Considering combinations of genes in the feature selection process may contribute to new approaches to understanding disease. Additionally, the importance of gene combinations may inspire new ways of designing microarray experiments for diagnostic and prognostic purposes. Once a set of marker genes has been identified, this makes cheap production of diagnostic microarrays possible, as such a microarray needs only a relatively small number of marker genes spotted on it. Alternatively, other methods of measuring gene expression can be used, as the number of genes to be monitored is rather small. .or the ALL/AML and colon datasets we demonstrate that quite accurate diagnoses can be achieved using only the geneexpression levels of 20-30 and 15-20 genes, respectively.
We do not claim that our pair-based methods will find all interesting genes, as there may be relevant genes that are significant by themselves but may not appear in any of the high-scoring pairs. However, we demonstrate that looking at gene pairs will reveal some extra information about class differences. Our methods are not meant as a substitute for single gene evaluation, but rather as a supplement to already existing methods.
An interesting point regarding cross-validation is that when leaving one example out during training, the performance curves shows a different picture from the one we get when leaving out larger portions of the data. Leaving out larger portions from the training data gives smoother performance curves, showing a clearer picture of differences in prediction performance. It is also interesting to study how much the Table 1 Top-ranked 50 genes (25 pairs) for ALL/AML class separation using AP (all pairs) ranking
Pair rank Gene ID Pair t-score Gene t-score Gene rank Gene annotation prediction accuracy drops when leaving out more than one example from the training set. The all-pairs and greedy-pairs methods are here shown to be more robust than individual ranking and forward selection in terms of loss of prediction accuracy, as shown in the plots in .igure 2.
.urther work will include integrating our methods into the J-Express software package [15] , to make them available to the biological community. Other methods for evaluating combinations of genes will be investigated, and we will consider other prediction methods, like support vector machines and artificial neural networks [12] , testing whether better prediction accuracy can be achieved. We will also consider feature redundancy, which might lead to even smaller feature sets than we currently achieve. In these studies we will also include additional datasets.
Conclusions
We propose a new method for evaluating combinations of genes. Comparing the top-ranked genes ranked by gene-pair evaluation to the gene sets selected by two standard methods, we demonstrate that the gene sets selected by the pair-based approaches are more robust in terms of their ability to distinguish experiment classes. These results indicate that in evaluating each gene independently one risks overlooking some interesting genes. The improved prediction accuracy indicates that the genes we find might be at least as interesting to study as the top-ranked genes found by an independent evaluation of each gene. Looking at gene pairs, we find some genes that are not obviously good discriminators alone, but discriminate well when used in pairs with other genes. Thus, we discover some interesting genes that will not be discovered unless one looks at gene combinations.
We expect that some high-scoring pairs can occur just by chance because of the vast number of pairs evaluated. But if the pairs we select are high scoring by chance, we do not expect an improvement in prediction accuracy. Thus, by demonstrating a better ability to generalize class differences when using high-scoring pairs, we also show that these pairs give some extra information on the experiment classes.
Materials and methods

Datasets
.or testing purposes we use the datasets published by Golub et al. [9] and Alon et al. [10] . The dataset published by Golub et al. [9] consists of 72 samples, of which 47 were acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and 25 samples were acute myeloid leukemia (AML). Gene-expression levels were measured using Affymetrix high-density oligonucleotide arrays containing 7,129 genes. The Alon et al. data [10] consists of 62 samples, of which 22 are normal and 40 are colon tumor tissue. Gene-expression levels were measured using Affymetrix oligonucleotide arrays complementary to more than 6,500 genes. Published along with the Alon et al. paper was a dataset [10] containing expression levels for the 2,000 genes with highest minimal intensity across the samples, and this is the dataset we study in this paper. We refer to the Golub et al. dataset [9] as ALL/AML and the Alon et al. dataset [10] as colon. Before analysis, we carried out the following preprocessing steps on both datasets: base 10 logarithmic transformation; and for each gene, subtract the mean and divide by the standard deviation.
Because the ALL/AML dataset contains a lot of negative intensity values, we first use the following preprocessing steps (similar to those proposed by Dudoit et al. [16] ) on the ALL/AML dataset: thresholding with a floor of 1; and filtering by excluding genes with max/min £ 5 and (max -min) £ 500. This leaves us with a dataset of 3,934 genes.
Prediction methods
We use three prediction methods: one local method, k nearest neighbors (kNN), and two linear discriminant methods, diagonal linear discriminant (DLD) and .ishers linear discriminant (.LD). We consider an expression profile x = (x 1 , x 2 , , x n ) to which we want to assign a class label (1 or 2). .ormally we wish to estimate the function f(x) ® {1,2} based on the available training data with as small error rate as possible. There are many approaches to estimate f, making different assumptions about the distribution of the classes. kNN only considers the neighborhood around x, whereas DLD and .LD aim to find a best possible linear separating rule between classes based on all the available training data.
Many variants of the kNN algorithm exist. We choose to find the k nearest neighbors by Euclidean distance, using the selected feature subset, and let each of the k neighbors get a vote of weight 1. We then predict x to be of the class getting the majority of the votes. Thus if k = 3 and there were two examples of class 1 and one example of class 2 among the three nearest neighbors of x, we would predict that x belongs to class 1. kNN is a local method as it only considers the neighborhood of the experiment x, and does not consider the information in the rest of the training data. We use a fixed value of k = 3 in our tests.
DLD and .LD are two discriminant methods for which a discriminant axis a is computed on the basis of the available training data. The prediction using a is class 1 if 1 a T x -m 1 + m 2 > 0 (1) 2 and class 2 otherwise. The parameters m 1 and m 2 are here the mean expression profile of classes 1 and 2, respectively. The difference between DLD and .LD is in how the discriminant axis is computed. The DLD axis is computed as
where S is the diagonal variance matrix whose elements are the common variance estimate (n 1 -1)s 2 1,g i + (n 2 -1)s 2 2,g i s 2 g i = .
(n 1 + n 2 -2)
To compute the .LD axis, S is substituted by the covariance matrix S S in equation 2. S and S S will have the same values on the diagonal, while S S will also contain covariances between genes.
When only using a subset G = {g f1 ,...,g fl } of the genes (l<n), some modifications to the equations above have to be done. .or DLD it is sufficient to define a feature subset matrix . = Diag({0, 1} n ), where . ii = 1 if and only if g i Î G. Equation 1 can then be replaced with
This equation corresponds to setting every element a E where g i Ï G to 0.
.or .LD the matrix S S -1 will contain information on gene redundancy in the whole gene set. This is not the case for S -1 , which is a diagonal matrix. It would therefore not be correct to do the same modifications to the equations as for DLD. .or a feature subset of l genes, an l x l covariance matrix S ¢ has to be computed, considering only the genes in G. .urthermore will the vectors a¢, m¢ 1 and m¢ 2 be l x 1 instead of n x 1 vectors. x¢ is now the vector containing only the expression values of the genes in G. The equations stay the same as before, except that S S, a, m 1 m 2 and x are now substituted with S S¢, a¢, m¢ 1 , m¢ 2 and x¢.
Feature selection
When considering which feature (gene) subset to select for class prediction or for study in the wet lab, we need some method of eliminating the least interesting and highlight the most interesting before a choice is made. A natural choice is to rank the features after some relevance measure and then select some of the features with highest score for further use.
As the main focus of this paper is class prediction, we will discuss feature selection in this context. In the machinelearning literature, Kohavi and John [8] divide features into two main categories: irrelevant and relevant, of which the relevant genes can be separated into strongly relevant and weakly relevant. Strongly relevant features are the obvious ones, distinguishing well between classes independently of other features. Weakly relevant features, on the other hand, are not that obvious, and may not be relevant except in the context of other features. These features might be difficult to discover, as combinations of genes have to be evaluated in some manner. .urthermore there may be redundancy among the features. The machine-learning feature selection problem is to select the minimum optimal feature set, meaning that we want to find the smallest subset of features that gives optimal prediction accuracy. No algorithm exists for solving this problem except trying all feature subsets and choosing the best, which is not feasible if there are more than a trivial number of features. .or microarrays, where the number of features is in the thousands, this is not an alternative at all. The approach normally used is filter methods or wrapper methods. .ilter methods evaluate each feature independently of the prediction method to be used, whereas wrapper methods evaluate the feature set relative to the prediction method.
Standard methods
A large number of measures have been proposed for scoring genes, starting with Golub et al. , and parametric measures like t-score [7] , .isher score [13] , naive Bayes global relevance [18] and between-to withinvariance ratio [16] . These methods reward genes that allow (approximate) separation of experiment classes on the basis of the gene-expression levels. .or instance, the measure proposed by Golub et al. [2] rewards genes where the mean expression levels in the two classes are far apart but at the same time the standard deviation in each class is small.
Instead of comparing different relevance measures, we choose to use t-score as our relevance measure, as the focus of this paper is on .SS methods rather than relevance measures. Given the DLD axis, we try the greedy feature-selection method called forward selection. The greedy forward selection first selects the best gene, meaning the gene with highest t-score, and in the subsequent steps adds the gene that leads to the highest two-sample t-statistic score. The tscore at step i is computed on the projected data points on the DLD-axis using only the expression values of the i selected genes.
Evaluating feature subset selection (FSS) performance
To evaluate the robustness of our pair-based approaches, we evaluate their performance compared to individual ranking and forward selection by cross-validation. To rank genes on an individual basis, we use the two-sample t-statistic on the expression values of the gene across the experiments.
Given a training set, we study how well the different .SS procedures do in finding feature subsets that generalize the differences between two experiment classes. Success is measured by how accurately a prediction method predicts the correct class labels of a set of labeled experiments (the test set) on the basis of the selected feature subset only. The .SS procedures are compared by studying the performance of a prediction method in the context of which .SS method is used to select feature subsets. Thus, if we use the same prediction method, but we get varying prediction accuracy results using alternative .SS procedures, we can draw conclusions about how good each of the .SS methods is. It is important to note that the training set and test set should have no common examples. Otherwise, the learning algorithm (either the .SS procedure or the prediction method) could take advantage of information on the examples of which it is going to predict the class labels during the learning process. The procedure for cross-validation is as follows. Using different .SS procedures in the feature selection step, we plot the performance of the three classifiers kNN, DLD and .LD for feature subsets of size 2, 4, 6, , m. The result is plots like the ones shown in .igure 2, showing a comparison of the prediction accuracy using the four different .SS procedures. We also perform tests for different values for x, typically 50% and 66%. In addition we do LOOCV tests.
Cross-validation procedure
The prediction accuracy estimate p is the average performance over all iterations performed in (A). Thus p is a random variable drawn from a distribution with mean p, the true prediction accuracy, and a standard deviation s. The more iterations of the above cross-validation procedure used to compute p the smaller s will become and the better p will estimate the true value of p. Empirical studies showed us that taking a randomly chosen test set at each iteration produced p curves that sometimes had large deviations from the true p curve, even when taking 62 iterations for the colon dataset as done by Xiong et al. [7] . We also tried an approximation to another cross-validation procedure called k-fold cross-validation. In k-fold cross-validation the dataset is split randomly into k equally large subsets. Then k iterations of cross-validation is carried out, at each round taking one of the subsets as the test set, and the rest of the data as the training set. As the datasets we used could not always be split into equally large subsets, that is, m is not a multiple of the training set size s, we used a modified version of the k-fold approach. We solve this by making the test sets one by one, randomly drawing s experiments out for a test set at each iteration. In addition, we keep a count on how many times each experiment has been left out so far. By not allowing any experiments to be left out, the i + 1th time before all experiments has been left out i times, we ensure that all experiments are left out the same number of times in the long run. Compared with the other approach, we found that using the approximate k-fold cross-validation, p converged much faster towards p, giving better estimates using the same number of iterations. Nonetheless, we chose to run 5m iterations using the approximate k-fold cross-validation approach, such that the prediction accuracy estimates should show a trustworthy comparison of the different .SS procedures.
Additional data files
Additional data files are available giving plots of average prediction accuracy performance, using three prediction methods and holding back different portions of the data from the training set. L-24-OCV stands for leave-24-out cross validation, and so on. Each curve shows the performance for feature sets of varying size selected by four feature selection methods. These files are also available at our website [19] . ALL/AML dataset plots using: 3NN prediction and LOOCV; 3NN prediction and L-24-OCV; 3NN prediction and L-36-OCV; DLD prediction and LOOCV; DLD prediction and L-24-OCV; DLD prediction and L-36-OCV; .LD prediction and LOOCV; .LD prediction and L-24-OCV; .LD prediction and L-36-OCV.
Colon dataset plots using: 3NN prediction and LOOCV; 3NN prediction and L-20-OCV; 3NN prediction and L-31-OCV; DLD prediction and LOOCV; DLD prediction and L-20-OCV; DLD prediction and L-31-OCV; .LD prediction and LOOCV; .LD prediction and L-20-OCV; .LD prediction and L-31-OCV.
